
13.1 The Theory of Regression Lines 
 
 
1.  Regression Review 
Way back in Chapter 5, we dealt with bivariate data – like (shoe size, hand size). 
 
To investigate the linear relationship we did: 
--a scatterplot and looked for linearity 
--a linear regression and looked at the residual plot for randomness 
--the correlation coefficient r and the coefficient of determination r2  
--se, the standard deviation about the least squares line 
  
If the linear relationship was good, we could 
--find the line of regression y a bx= +  
--interpret the slope and y-intercept, because we’re awesome 
--talk about r and r2, and what they mean (e.g., the proportion of variation in the y-values 
explained by the line of regression) 
 
If the linear relationship wasn’t good, we could: 
--do a polynomial regression with the calculator (like a quadratic regression) 
--transform the data (like, with a log-log transformation) 
 
But that was all stuff we did with SAMPLE data. We didn’t draw any conclusions about the 
population from the sample. In other words, we didn’t do any hypothesis tests or confidence 
intervals!! (i.e., no inference) 
 
2.  The Population Line of Regression 
So the sample line was y a bx= + , where x = # toesies and y = predicted number of fingies   
 
      or (predicted number of fingies) (number of toesies)a b= +  
 
The population line will be y xα β= + . 
 
 andα β  are the population values for a and b. That is, if you had ALL of the data 
from the whole population, you wouldn’t have a and b anymore. You would have andα β .  

Just like we have s and σ ,  or x  and µ  . 
 
Question:  Since we have all of the data, does y xα β= +   go through every point? 
Answer:  No.  Think of a huge cloud of points with a line going through it.  So it’s still y . 
 



Also, for the population line the residuals will now be called e’s (for error).   

These are how far off each point is from the line of regression..   

 
3.  Assumptions about the Population Regression Line 
To do some confidence intervals and hypothesis tests, we’ll need some assumptions.  There 
are FOUR: 

1. The e’s have mean 0.    
2. The e’s are normal. 
3. The e’s are independent 
4. The standard deviation of the e’s is the same for every x. We call it σ  . 

 

        
 
 
Notice that the middle of each normal curve is the µ (mean) for that x. 
Remember that µ is the middle of every normal curve. 
 
So that means that  y   now has a second interpretation: 
 1) (old) It’s the predicted value for a single x 
 2) (new) It’s the predicted mean value for all points with that x. 


